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Title word cross-reference

#10999 [Bla82]. #1291 [Pex81, Tem81, vK83a].
#27887a [Sal84, SL85], #4049 [Fet82a]. #4774 [Sal81].
#484 [Sha82b]. #4914 [Lon83, Smi83]. #5375 [Kni88].
#5542 [GS80]. #5546 [Bri82]. #5952 [Car80, Fet81e, Fet82a]. #6725 [Fet81b]. #7119 [Che83]. #7933 [Kel82b]. #8017 [Bac80]. #8606 [vK83b]. #A256 [Dav82].

\[
(1 + 2x) \exp(x^2) \text{erf} cx \quad [SL81].
\]
\[
(a, b) \leftarrow (a + 3b, \sqrt{ab} + b) \quad [BB89]. 0 \quad [LMv86].
0, 1 \quad [Kal82]. 0 \leq x < \infty \quad [SL81]. 1
\]

[GL82, LMv86, LC88, Set80].

1 + 2^n = 3^{5^5} + 2^{23^{5^5}} \quad [Ale85]. 10^{10}
\]

[te 86b, te 86a]. 11 \quad [ACHv80]. 19 \quad [SF85, SS86b].

1 < n < 7 \quad [NB89]. 2 \quad [CL83, GL85, LS89]. 2000000

[SF85]. 21 \quad [MPR81]. 25 \quad [NN80]. 25 \cdot 10^9 \quad [PSW80].

26 \quad [NN80]. 284457 \quad [SS86b]. 29, 360, 000 \quad [Bai88a].

2^n \pm andl \quad [Bri82]. 2^{n-2} \equiv 1 \quad [Rot84].

2^n-k \equiv 1 \quad [She86]. 2 \cdot 3 \cdot 5 \ldots \cdot p + 1 \quad [Tem80]. 2 \cdot 3 \cdot 5 \ldots \cdot p + 1 \quad [BCP82, Kel83a]. 3

[Bea86a, BGZ85, DF81, Hag83, Kis83]. 3 \cdot 2^n + 1 \quad [Kel82b]. 42 \quad [AD88]. 50 \cdot 10^9 \quad [KSW86]. 9

[SS86b]. 3F_2(1) \quad [Lav87]. A \quad [CR82, Sha81]. A(\alpha)

[Sha82a]. A5^n - 1 \quad [Wil87]. A7^n - 1 \quad [Wil87].

A^4 + B^4 + C^4 = D^4 \quad [Elk88]. A^4 + B^4 = C^4 + D^4

[Zaj83]. A \quad [Coh84]. \quad Aut(M_{22}) \quad [Mal88]. A_8 = \lambda Bx

[McC81a]. B \quad [LA84, DM83, LA82]. BN \quad [Pin81].

\[
D < 10^7 \quad [LQ88b]. 10^{1/2} \quad [EL89]. \Delta u = u - u^3
\]

[Lun80]. e \quad [Bai88b]. e^{-z} \quad [Und86]. F_{17} \quad [Gos80]. F_7

[Bac80]. \Gamma \quad [BB82]. GL(n, Z)

[PP80a, PP80b, PP80c]. GL_0(2) \quad [Dar86]. h

[Mos81]. H^{-1} \quad [Nak84]. J_0(\xi) \quad [Las82b]. I_\varepsilon \quad [Oku83].

\[
\int_0^1 t^{-1} \log^n (1-t) dt \quad [Kö82].
\]

\[
\int_0^\infty e^{-nt} t^{-1} \log^n t dt \quad [Kö83].
\]

\[
\int_0^\infty \frac{u^n u^{-u^2}}{u + x} du \quad [NV82]. \quad \int_0^{\pi/2} J_0^2(\gamma \sin x) dx
\]

[SF87]. \quad \int_0^{\pi/2} J_0^2(\lambda \cos \theta) d\theta \quad [Won88].
\[
\pi/12 \log^n x \log^n y \sin x \cos x \, dx \, dy
\]

- **Invariants** [CL83] - **norm** [EL89] - **Projection** [CT87b, SW82a].

- **-projections** [Jia87] - **-range** [Mos81] - **-regular** [HP84] - **-splines** [DM83, LA82, LA84] - **-stability** [CR82] - **-Stable** [Sha81, Ana87, DM82a, Sha82a] - **-superlinear** [ST87] - **-transformation** [Sid80a].

- **-version** [BS88a, SS89].

**01021a** [Ano88b].


2 [DNW88, Mah80]. 2-D [DNW88, Mah80]. 23 [Dav82]. 26 [Sal84, SL85]. 27 [Fet82a]. 29 [Bac80, Bri82, GS80, Lon83, Smi83].

3 [LQ88a]. 3-D [Bea86b]. 3-Sylow [LQ88a]. 30 [AD88, Kel82b]. 32 [Bla82, Sha82b]. 33 [Car80, Fet81e, Fet82a, Kel82a, Kro80, Ske86a]. 34 [Fra81a, vK83b]. 35 [Kel82c]. 36 [Fet82b, Had82]. 37 [BCW82, Mei85]. 38 [Kel83a, Pex81, Tem81, vK83a]. 39 [LA84, te 86c].

40 [Fai84, Fet81b, Jae85, Vau84]. 41 [Has86, Rab85, Rab88b, te 86d]. 419 [Fet81d]. 42 [Cha85]. 43 [Fet81c]. 44 [Gra87a, Hea86, Per87]. 45 [Lew87, Wil88]. 47 [HH88b]. 48 [Zag88].

50 [Kni88]. 50th [Gau94]. 51 [Bac80]. 52 [Bri82, GS80, Mor90]. 53 [Kel82b, Stu81a]. 54 [Fet82a]. 56 [Che83]. 57 [Bla82]. 58 [AD88, Sal81, Sha82b].

6 [Phi87]. 65009 [Fet82b]. 69-0172 [Fet81b].

80f [Kro80]. 80h [Kel82a]. 80j [Ske86a]. 81f [Fra81a]. 81g [Kru83, Sol86, vK82]. 81i [Kel82c]. 81k [II89]. 82a [Fet82b]. 82c [Had82]. 82g [Phi87].

83b [Mei85]. 83c [Kel83a]. 83i [LA84]. 83m [te 86c]. 84c [Fai84]. 84e [Vau84]. 84i [Rab85, Rab88b]. 84k [Jae85]. 84m [Has86]. 85e [te 86d]. 85i [Che85]. 86b [He86]. 86k [Per87].

86m [Lew87, Wil88]. 87a [Gra87a]. 87g [HH88b]. 87k [Zag88]. 88m [Ano88b].

A. [II89]. A.-P. [II89]. Abel.
Abelian [Set80, van82a]. Absolutely [DW89]. Absorbing
[Hal82, Hig86a, Hig87, TH86]. Abstract
[Kea87, Las86]. Abundance [BH86]. abundant
[Coh84]. Academic [Ano88b, Car80, Che83, Fet81e, Fet82a, Kru83, Sol86, vK82]. Accelerated
[Hug86, AH81, Had82, HHI88b, Mar80c]. accelerating
[Hal82, Hig86a, Hig87, TH86]. Accelerators
[San88]. Accuracy [JS85, Mon85a, BM82b, Eri85c, GL85, Sch80b]. Accurate
[Gar84, HH88a, MNP84, BDK82, Bre89b, Dea85, DRS85, DW81, DS80b, Ell83, EGL80, FM86, FC88, Gar84, Gev84, GR81, KG85a, LV89, Mid87, Mit83b, Neu87, Pie88, Rei85, SB89, SS86a, Ste86b, SN83, VB81b, dS80a, dS81a]. Approximation-theoretic [VB81b]. Approximations
[Bal84a, Ben83, BE88b, DD86a, DD86b, Hea85, Ise82, IN83, Mic87, Mik89, MS87, New84, BD80, BDK83, Bal84b, Bla82, BP88b, BP88c, BE88a, CM80, CL84b, CT89, Dur87, DNV88, EO80, EO81, FG88, GT81, GT85, GT87, HLR88, Hea86, Hig86a, HS85, JJ87, JL87, LAS86, Mic83, N83, OS83, OH85, OT88, Pen81, RS82, S81, Tad83, Tan88, WBR82]. Arbitrarily [For88]. Arbitrary [Mat86, AG83]. arc [BS88b]. argument [Lew85b, Lew87]. arise [GT84]. Arising [Que81, NS84]. Arithmetical [FP84a, Gor87, GW85a, Man84, Pri83, W80b, GW85b, Gra87a, Hud85, McC84a, Pri85, Rot82, Ste86b]. Arithmetico-Harmoic [FP84a]. ARL [Fet81b]. Artificial [Hal86]. Aspects [SW86a]. assisted
[BBG86, V86]. Associated [Bau86a, Lac84, Bau86b, DiD82, Lew86, MPR81, SW82b, V86]. Asymptotic
[AW83, BLL87, BL88, Car80, GV87, HK87, IL88, SW82b, Sta81, Ste84c, SF87, Won88, Boy81, Eli86, FW85, HC81, Mei85, SW85, Un86, WM81]. Asymptotically [Dix81]. asymptotics [Tem86]. attenuation [Loc81]. attractors [HL88]. August [Gau94]. author [Bla82, Bri82, Had82]. Automatic [Del81, HT83, Has86]. automorphism [SS88]. Avdelas [Had82].
average [MZ88]. Averages [Mar82b]. Averaging [Hud85]. away [Lay81]. Axiomatization [Man84].

Babuška [Pit80]. Backtrack [BC82b]. Backward [BE88a, BE88b, BPST89, Eld82a, Eld82b, LP86]. Badii [Kni88]. Baillie [Kel82a]. Band [DMS84].

Banded [BP88a]. Base [Fet81b, Leh81, Leo80]. Based [Sha81, LO83, Nie83, Sha82a, SSO83].

Bases [GS89, LS87, Ste88]. Basic [Sch80b]. basin [DLR81]. basis [Por85, VB81a]. Beckers [Shi84].

Behavior [St84c, Gal83, Gau83, Tad84a]. Bell [How80]. Below [te 86a, te 86b, Zag82]. bending [Pie88]. Berlin [Fet84b]. Bernoulli [HP84, TW87, Wag80]. Bertrand [Io85a].

Berwick [Tza86]. Bessel [Ben83, Cha82a, CM83, CS80b, Gla81, Las82b, LW82, New84, Pie84, Tem86, TW80, WBR82].

Best [Cho82, Sha84, Dea85, Net80]. best-possible [Net80]. between [BF89a, Le88b, Odi87]. Bi [IN87, KBF87]. Bi-cyclide [KBF87].

Bi-Orthogonality [IN87]. Bickley [Bl82]. bifurcation [BB85a, Mit83a]. biharmonic [Mon88].

Binary [PdW86, de 86, JS87a].

Binomial [Goe88, Hud84]. Birch [BGZ85].

Birkhoff [Bör89, Dyn84]. Bisection [Ad83, Kea87, Sty80]. bits [KLL88]. Bivariate [CH89, DL88a, AEM87]. Björk [Kin83]. Block [BP88a, Cas83a, Cas83b, Pap83, RW84, Mak80, Mak81]. block-by-block [Mak80, Mak81].

Blurred [Sw89b, Swa89a]. bodies [Dja81]. Bois [Dav82]. book [Ano88b]. Borders [Swa89b, Swa89a].

Boerweins [Bai88a]. Boston [Ano88b]. Bound [BN82a, BC89a, BC89b, EKS88, Kea87, Par83, Cha82a, Let86, TW89, Zag82].

boundaries [Tre85]. Boundary [AV85a, AV85b, Ben84a, Ben84b, Gar87a, Gir88, GR89b, MW86b, Mc186a, McI86b, McI87, Slo83, Arn83, BS88a, BSC+80, BL88, CT87a, CS87b, DL18, Dut89, ET84, EN87, Fai84, FG88, Gar87b, Gar88c, GT81, GT85, GT87, Gu87, HK87, HHS8a, Hal82, Hal86, Hig86a, Hig87, HV89, II89, JN80, Kat80, KFD83, Las86, LeV86, Lun86, MW86a, MR83a, Mat87, McL86, McI83, Mun81, NV88, OS86a, OOS84, Sch86, Shu87a, SS89, Tad83, TH86, Wei84a, Wei86, Wei84b, Win81]. bounded [LS86, TL85]. boundedness [Jia87].

Bounds [Ol88, BBG82, CT88, HS85, JS85, MNR89, Mie80, Ra83, TW83]. Box [DL88a, Wei84b].

Brasil [Ii89]. Breakpoints [Cho82]. Breeding [BH86]. Brent [te 86c, New85]. Brillhart [Bac80].

British [Gan94]. Buhler [Kel83a]. Bur [Sni83].

Burgers [Rob89]. Byrd [Fet81c].

C [Bl82, Fai84, Fet81b, Kel82c, Sha82b].

Calculating [MT80, FP85, Wil80c]. Calculation [FW84, HHR+87, Lev83, WCS80, Wri81a, BK89, Dja81, Mas83, SWW83]. Calculations [CGS89, EO80, GT84, Lnc83b]. Calculus [Sal80].

Calderón [Ii89]. Cambridge [Stu81a]. capturing [Sze89].

Cardinal [JW87, Lm80]. Carlo [Bue84, SL84]. Carmichael [Dub89]. Case [Cas83a, Cas83b, DGM89a, DGM89b, PdW86, PP80a, PP80c, de 86, AH81, EL89, Had82, TW89].

Cases [Car89]. Caslin [Fet81b]. Cauchy [Rab85, Rab88b, BS88b, CM87b, FM86, Io83a, Io85a, Io85b, Mas89, Oke87, Rab83, Rab88a, RL89].

Cauchy-type [Io83a, Io85a]. cell [Cot87]. Cells [BB85b]. century [Gau94, Sal81].

Certain [Bre80, Hud84, JA82, Wah84, Akr85, BLL87, BBG87, Bru82, BW87, Cha82b, CR82, CR83, Eas86, Gar88a, Gre82, Hil82, Las82b, Let86, LS83, Mas89, TW86, Wag80, Wil80c, WD84]. Chains [Löh89, McC86]. change [FM85, Ste84a].

character [MP87]. characterization [ST87]. Characterizing [Ada87]. Characters [Dar86].

Chebyshev [Bl82a, Boy81, Boy82b, BS84, CM83, DW81, FR89, Fis88, FO86b, FO86a, Fö87, GR81, Got81a, GO82, HT83, Has86, Hor80, JF87, Per85, Per87, Saa84, Sch80b, Sc88, SL81, Tan88, WBR82, Xu89].

Chebyshev-Type [FO86b, FO86a]. Chemical [BB85b]. Choice [Gfr87b, Gfr87a]. Circle [Ma86].

Circular [CS87a, CsAS87, GO82]. Class [Bue87a, CM87a, Gla81, How80, HW82, IS86, Mol87, Sch83b, SW88a, Ser80, Was87, van82a, BC86, BW88, BW89, BP89, Bue84, BS84, CMS83, CW87, CGT88, CR82, DW85b, EN87, HHR+87, Hil82, HS85, Let86, LQ88a, Mas83, MPR81, MP87, Mun81, SWW83, Set80, Sta81, SW88b, TW86, WDS83, Wil88].

class-number [TW86]. Classes [Len84, Mac80, DM82a].

Classgroup [CL83]. classical [MZY89]. Cliffs
Closed [Kol82, DLR81, LS85]. Closure [BC82a]. clusters [NB89]. Codes [Gor87, Sha81, SW66b, Sha82a]. coefficient [AD82, Fal83, GOT81b, Ric81]. Coefficients [Bal84a, Fra81b, Goe88, NT87, Wri81a, Wri81b, Bal84b, BDS85, Bro84a, Cha87, EGL80, FW80, Fra81a, Hor80, Kar86, Kec89, Kip84]. Cohen [Was86]. Cohomology [Rus89]. Collocation [AW83, AW84, Bru89, LN89, MR83a, dS80a, dS81a, AD82, Bru85, CG88, CS87b, CES88, Fis88, KS87, Kus88, Nak84, SW85, SW86c]. collocation- [Nak84]. collocation-Galerkin [AD82]. collocation-type [KS87, Kum88]. Cohen [Was86]. Cohomology [Rus89]. Collocation [AW83, AW84, Bru89, LN89, MR83a, dS80a, dS81a, AD82, Bru85, CG88, CS87b, CES88, Fis88, KS87, Kus88, Nak84, SW85, SW86c]. collocation- [Nak84]. collocation-Galerkin [AD82]. collocation-type [KS87, Kum88].
Rob89, Sze89, Yse86, van88, AJS83, BD80, BM81, Boy81, Boy82b, CS87b, CES88, CM87b, DRS85, DW81, Dut89, Eri85b, Far86, Gau83, Gev84, Gev89, Gfr87a, HH88b, HV89, Ioa83, Ioa85b, Jag82, JS87b, Kin80, KG85a, Lev80, LR84, Mar80b, Mar81, Mas89, OT88, Par80, Phi80, Rab86b, San83, SW85, Sch84c, Shi84, Shi87, Sid80a, SF82, SS89, ST87, Sty80, Tsu87, Vér82, Ypm83, dS81b.

Convergent [Bea86b, Gar88b, KMS+ 86, Arn83, Bai88a, Bea86a, McC81b, PT85].

Converging [BB86].

Convex [Cos86, Met86, Kiw85, Spe86].

convexity [DEH89, FM86].

convexity-preserving [DEH89].

convolution [Mah80].

coordinate [KBF87].

coordinates [WT82].

Cormack [Kel82c].

Corner [Wah84, Dja81].

corner-shaped [Dja81].

corners [Pit81].

corrected [vK82].

Correcting [Gor87].

Correction [Pai82, Rab85, KBF87].

corrections [Auz87].

corrector [JM85].

Corrector [Gor87].

corrigenda [Ano80, BCW82, Bla82, BP88b, Fai84, Fet82a, God84a, Had82, Hea86, HH88b, LA84, Mor90, Rab88b, Wl88, te 86c, te 86d].

Corrigendum [Ano88a, Cha85, Fet81a, Fet82b, Gra87a, GS80, Has86, W.80, Jae85, Kel83a, Kro80, Lew87, Mil87, Per87, Sha82b, Ske86a, Fra81a].

Cosine [BDS85, BD89a, BD89b].

cosines [Sal84, SL85].

Cost [Kea87, New86].

counterexample [Dea85].

Counting [EKS88, JS87a, Shi86].

coupled [IIMPL81].

coupling [JN80].

course [Stu81a].

covers [LS85].

Crandall [Kel83a].

criminals [Gol80].

Criteria [Sch83c, Bri82, GT81, GT85, GT87].

criterion [Iga84].

Critical [FCM88, BvtW82, te 86c, te 86d, vts3, vtw86].

Crosswind [JLSW87].

Cryptosystems [Kob87].

Cubatures [Mae86].

Cubic [Car89, ET85a, ET85b, GS89, JS1, LO82, Was87, WCC80, Yan87, BC86, CS87a, DEH89, DW85b, Let86, LQ88b, SWW83, TW86, Wl80c, WDS83, WD84, Wl88].

Cumulative [AMS84].

Curiosity [Ste88].

Curvature [MS87].

Curve [Can87, Kob87, Yan87, van88, BGZ85, Las82a, Mon87, SH80].

curve-fitting [SH80].

Curves [BM82c, Kre86, Ric87, Sch85c, Sli88, Zag87, ACHv80, CES88, Rei86, Sar87, TZ87, Zag88].

Cusp [FMPT84].

Cyclic [ET85a, EMT85, Gra87b, RW84, Tro80, Tro85, HHR+87, Leh88b, SW86b, Tro89, Vau85a].

Cyclide [KBF87].

Cyclotomic [BS89, BSSW87, IS86, LL87, SW88a, BW87, CT89, SWW83].

Cyclotomy [LL83a].

Cylindrical [CS80b].

D [Bri82, Fet81c, te 86c, Bea86a, Bea86b, DNW88, GL85, LC88, Mah80].

D.C [Lon83, Smi83].

Data [Fra82, BPST89, CT87c, CTW89, Eri85a, GV87, JLTW87, Las86, Nie83].

Davis [Che83].

Decay [Bri82, Gar88b, KMS+86, Arn83, Bai88a, Bea86a, McC81b, PT85].

Decaying [BB86].

Decomposition [Bun82, Mah85].

Decompositions [JLT81, Pai80, Ste84c, MP87].

Defect [Auz87].

Definite [GfZ88, BF88].

definiteness [Rab86a].

Definition [GfZ88, BF88].

Deformations [BB88a].

degenerate [Noc89, Soc86].

Degree [Bau86a, Met86, AG83, Bau86b, GO82, Rab80, SW85, Sal84, SL85].

delay [Bru89].

denominator [Mah85].

Density [Cos82].

Dependent [BOP80, Bal84a, HT81, AD82, Bal84b, BD85, DW83, Kar86, Kee89, Tad83].

derivative [CS80b, CS83b, Eli86, KG82].

derivatives [Apo85, Ioa85b, McC81b, Net80].

derived [MeC86, Toi81].

Description [PP80c].

Design [Gar89].

Determination [Bra83, EL89, FT84, Wi82a, AW89, BW87, CT89, DLR81, Net80, Rei86, Set80].

determined [Mol87].

determining [Fie81, Gar88a, Zul88].

devices [Zia86].

diagonal [Kat80].

diagonally [Mar80c, Mar81].

diagram [BB85a].

Diaz [Fai84].

Difference [Bue87b, DW83, Eva83, Gar87a, Gar88b, GfZ88, Mic87, Sch85a, Soc86, Sto80, te 87, BSC81, BPST89, CS80, CM80, EO81, For88, Gar87b, Gar88c, GT81, GT85, GT87, GT84, GOT81b, Gre82, Hac80, HTE81, Hig86a, HS85, Hof85, Kar80, Lew85a, Luc86b, LR80, MZM89, McC83, Mic83, Mun81, Nas87, OS82, OT88, San83, San88, Slo83, Sta81, SJ85, Swa80, Tad83, Tad84b, Tre85, Wei84a, Wei86, Whi83, Ypm83].

Difference/Finite [Gar88b].

Differences [Isa80, Mor89, Sal80, Kro80, MNP84, Mor90, NS85].

differencing [San83].

Different [te 81, Sch85a].

Differential [AV85b, BE88b, Cas83a, Cas83b, DD86a, DD86b, Gek82, Maj86b, Rhe84, AV85a, BW85, BE88a, Bru84, Bru89, Cha82b, Cha87, CS80a, CS83a, CR82, CR83, DHT81, Fat80, FO82, FO82a].
Gre82, HLR88, Ise81, Kat80, LO83, LeV86, Lew85a, LP86, LR80, Maj86a, Mak80, Mak81, MZM89, RHD81, Sch83a, Sva80, TZ89, Wer80, dS80a, dS81a, de 87, vt85a, vt85b.

**Differential-algebraic** [Rhe84].
**differential-difference** [Gre82, Lew85a, MZM89].
**Differential/Algebraic** [BE88b, BE88a].
**Differential** [BE88b, AJ81, BE88a, LP86].
**Differ** [LM81].
**Difficult** [Dem88].
**Diusion** [DMG89a, DMG89b, Cha87, Gal83, Hal86, JS86, JSW87, LC88, OS86b, Ric81, SW83, Sze89].
**digit** [Sha82b].
**digits** [Bai88a, LMv86].
**Dimension** [CH89, ET84, EN87, Gar88a].
**Dimensional** [MMM88, PP80a, PP80c, PH84, VB81c, AJ83, BS88b, BK89, CT87a, CN88, Cot87, Dja81, Hal82, Hof85, Lev82a, Mas89, Neu87, OS86b, VB81a, VB81b].
**Dimensions** [BM82a, PP80b, PP80c, BM82b, Gui87, SW83, Sze89, WZ88].
**Diophantine** [Ale85, Bro84b, Cas85, Dea85, Gup84, Hil82, Hud84, Mol87, SB88a, Zaj83].
**Direct** [DM82b].
**Dirichlet** [Auz87, Bra81, BP88a, BP89b, HW82, Wer82].
**discontinuity** [Lay81].
**Discontinuous** [DHT81, DD86a, DD86b, CS89, LP86, Ric88].
**discrepancy** [AW89].
**Discrete** [Al87b, Bal84a, Ben84b, Tsu87, AB87a, BDK82, Bal84b, CT88, DK5, FM86, GV87, JLTW87, Sch80a].
**Discretization** [GR89b, BB85a, BL88, CT87c, DW81, Ekd82a, Ekd82b, Gev89, Hal82, SSP85].
**Discretizations** [Maj86b, Kce89, Maj86a, MZ88, Spe87].
**discriminant** [BF89b, God84a, God84b, LQ88b, Sey87, Vau83, Vau84, Vau85b].
**Displacement** [DR83].
**Dissection** [Ana80].
**Dissipation** [Son88].
**dissipative** [Lay81].
**distance** [Ziv82].
**Distinct** [Lun88, Kis85].
**Distribution** [Mar80a, Pom81, Ray88a, FW84, Hud85, Od87, Ray88b, Wri84].
**distributions** [SW86b].
**divergence** [LV89].
**divergence-free** [LV89].
**Divided** [NS85, Kro80, MNP84].
**divisibility** [Wag80].
**Divisible** [Kis83, BB88, Kis85].
**Division** [Mon85b].
**Divisor** [Ray88a, Ray88b].
**Divisors** [Goe88, KR89, Len84, Wag83].
**Does** [Wer84b].
**Domain** [GGT87, LC88].
**domains** [Auz87, Gol81, Gol82, HK87, Pit81, RHD81, Sch80a].
**dominant** [Mar80c, Mar81].
**dominating** [Ga88].

**Double** [Lev82b, Lev83, IMPL81, Lev80, Tem86].
**Doubled** [Loh89].
**doubly** [WT82].
**doubly-connected** [WT82].
**Dover** [Dav82, vK83b].
**drives** [GS80].
**due** [BB85a].
**Dueck** [Wil88].
**Dyer** [BGZ85].
**Dynamic** [HTE81].
**Dynamics** [Le 81a, HH88a].

**edition** [Car80, Fct81c, Fct81d, Pet81, Pex81, Stu81a, Tem81, vK82].
**Edwards** [Bla82].
**Effective** [McC86].
**Efficient** [Eas86, MNR89, PZ82, PWZ82, Wil87].
**effects** [Hud85].
**efficiency** [McC86].
**elements** [Eas86, MNR89, PZ82, PWZ82, Wil87].
**eigenfunctions** [Gar84].
**Eigenvalue** [Mar82a, MORR81, Nas87, Pii82, PSS82, Saa84, ER80].
**Eigenvalues** [BP88a, GB89, BO89, Gar84, dS80a, dS81a].
**eigenvector** [BBG82].
**eigenvectors** [BO89].
**Eight** [Mor89, PP80c, Hag80, Mor90].
**Eighteen** [Pri83].
**Eighth** [BP81].
**Einstein** [GM85a, GM85b].
**elasticity** [PS83].
**Element** [AK81, Ben84a, Ben84b, CT87b, Gar88b, Gir88, SW82a, Ste84b, Wah84, Yse86, ADT81, AW82, BS88a, BO89, BD81, BR82, CN86, CMSY83, CT87a, CS89, DW89, DL81, Dur87, DW89, Eri85a, Eri85b, Eri85c, EJ88, Fai84, Fie81, FR84, Gol80, Gol81, Gol82, Han82, JN80, JP82, JS87b, JSW78, KFD83, KL85, Lus80, MZ88, MMM89, Mil85b, Mon88, OS86b, Pit81, PS83, R82, Sch80a, SW83, SS89, Sze89, TZ89, Wer82, Win80a, Win81, Zla86].
**element-Galerkin** [BO89].
**element-penalty** [CMSY83].
**Elementary** [Mey84, Sui89].
**Elements** [BBP81, AM89, BR85, Bre89a, CF89, Gau83, Shi84, Shi87].
**eleven** [Hag83, Kis85].
**Elimination** [Ske80].
**ellipsoidal** [ATZ83].
**Elliptic** [ACH80, AKS85, BM82c, Car87a, Car87b, Car88a, Car88b, Car89, Fra81b, Gor89, Koa87, Kre86, MM89, Rie87, Sch85c, Sii88, Wer86a, Wri81a, Wri81b, Zag87, de 86, BW85, BPS86a, BPS86b, BPS87, BPX88, BPS88, BP88b, BP88c, BPS89, BGZ85, CT87a, DR85, EJ88, Fct81c, Fct81b, HK87, Kip84, Las82a, MZ88, MT86, Mil85b, Mon87, Mun81, Nak84, Rei86, RHD81, Sar87, Sta81, TZ87, Wer82, Wer8b, Zag88].
**Enclosure** [GR89b].
**endpoint** [Boy81, LS86, Sid80b].
**energy** [Gev84].
engineers [Fet81c]. Englewood [vK86]. English [Car80, Dav82, Fet81e]. enlarged [vK82]. entire [GL82]. Entropy [OHW85, EO80, Sch85b, Tad84b, Tad87, Vii88]. enumeration [SS88]. equality [DF83]. Equally [LL82]. Equation [Bra84, BC84, CD88, McI86a, PdW86, Poh87, SS84, Ste86a, Wil80a, de 86, Ale85, AD82, ADT81, AW82, AM89, BDK83, BS88b, Br84b, Bro84a, Cas85, Coh82, CE888, DK85, FM86, Hal82, Hal86, Hig86a, Hig87, Ho85, JSP86, Las82a, Luns80, MC86, Mon88, OHW85, Puc89, Rob89, SB84, SB89, Sm80, Win80a, Zaj83, dS80a, dS81a].

Entropies [OHW85, EO80, Sch81b, Tad84b, Tad87, Vil88]. Enumeration [SS88]. Equality [DF83]. Equally [LL82]. Equation [Bra84, BC84, CD88, McI86a, PdW86, Poh87, SS84, Ste86a, Wil80a, de 86, Ale85, AD82, ADT81, AW82, AM89, BDK83, BS88b, Br84b, Bro84a, Cas85, Coh82, CE888, DK85, FM86, Hal82, Hal86, Hig86a, Hig87, Ho85, JSP86, Las82a, Luns80, MC86, Mon88, OHW85, Puc89, Rob89, SB84, SB89, Sm80, Win80a, Zaj83, dS80a, dS81a].

Entropies [OHW85, EO80, Sch81b, Tad84b, Tad87, Vil88]. Enumeration [SS88]. Equality [DF83]. Equally [LL82]. Equation [Bra84, BC84, CD88, McI86a, PdW86, Poh87, SS84, Ste86a, Wil80a, de 86, Ale85, AD82, ADT81, AW82, AM89, BDK83, BS88b, Br84b, Bro84a, Cas85, Coh82, CE888, DK85, FM86, Hal82, Hal86, Hig86a, Hig87, Ho85, JSP86, Las82a, Luns80, MC86, Mon88, OHW85, Puc89, Rob89, SB84, SB89, Sm80, Win80a, Zaj83, dS80a, dS81a].
Factorization [BP81, Dix81, GA81, Man80, vK85, AO83, Bac80, KLL88, Mon87, Sey87].

Factorizations [BMS88a, BMS88b, Cha84, DM82b, KR89, Nau83, Bri82, Cha85, Eln86, SS88].

Factors [GM82, Kel83b, Wil82a, te 81, Bre82a, FM85, Hag80, Hag83, Kis85, Loc81]. false [EP86].

Family [GR88, Loc89, Han82].

Fast [Dix81, Ger88, KSW86, EK89, For81, MT86, New85, PSS89, Tan88].

faster [Sty80].

Fejer [FR89].

Fermat [BP81, Bre82a, GM82, Kel83b, Leh81, Sch83c, SW81, TW89, YB88].

Fermi [GM85a, GM85b].

FFTs [Swa86].

Fibonacci [BMS88a, BMS88b, MP85, Ano88b].

Field [Wil80b, WCS80, Bru82, BW88, BW89, DW85b, Gir87, Pas84, Vau83, Vau84, Vau85b, WDS83, Wil88].

Fields [BP89b, Bue87a, CM87a, CL83, ERT85a, ERT85b, GM89, Gra87b, GA81, IS86, KR89, LS87, LO82, Riic87, Sch83b, Sch85c, SW88a, Was87, van82a, AD88, BW87, BP89a, BF89b, BPv89, CZ81, CW87, CS87c, Ger83a, God84a, God84b, HRR+87, Let86, LQC88a, LQC88b, Mol87, Rei86, SW88, Set80, SW88b, TW86, Wil80c, Zla83, vK85].

Fifteen [BSSW87].

Filament [Gre86].

Filtering [GV87].

Filters [ELS89].

Finding [Iga84].

Finite [AK81, BO89, BB81, Ben84a, Ben84b, CN86, CT87b, DW83, Eri85a, Fri84, Gar88b, Gir88, GA81, LS87, Neu87, PP80a, PP80b, PP80c, Que81, Riic87, Sal80, SW82a, Sch85c, Ste84b, SJ85, Wah84, Wil80b, Yse86, Zla86, ADT81, AW82, AM89, BS88a, BD81, BR82, BR85, Bre89a, CZ81, CMSY83, CS89, CF89, DW89, Dur87, DNW88, Eri85b, Eri85c, EJ88, Fai84, Fes81, For88, GR89a, Ger83a, GT84, Gol80, Gol81, Gol82, GOT81b, Han82, HEE81, H85, Hof85, JN80, JP82, JS87b, JSW87, Kar80, KF83, KL85, LS85, Lus80, Mah80, MZ88, Mil85b, Mon88, Mun81, Nas87, OS86b, Pit81, PS83, PS85, R82, San83, Sch80a, SW83, Sh87, SS86a, Sto81, Sze89, TZ89, Tre85, Wer82, Whi83, Win80a, Win81, vK85].

finite-difference [GOT81b, HS85, Hof85, Kar80, Tre85].

Finite-dimensional [Neu87].

Finite-Element [Yse86, OS86b].

finite-section [SS86a].

finite-sheeted [LS85].

Finity [BB85b].

First [Bre80, Pie84, YP89, AD82, AW84, Cha82a, Egg84, Eli86, Fet81b, Gla82, Gla87, Lus80, TW89, Win81].

first-order [Lus80, Win81].

Fitting [IN83, Lar80, Yan87, SH80].

Five [Kat80].

Five-diagonal [Kat80].

Fixed [Al82, LM81].

flat [KBF87].

flat-ring [KBF87].

flow [EO80, Fis88, Mos89, OHW85].

flows [CN86, Dja81, Ros83].

following [Spo84].

Force [Fet81b].

Forecasting [LL82].

Form [BPS82, CW80, HJ81, Gaa88, Kel82a, Kel82c, Kel83a, Kel83b, MC83, Tsu86].

Forms [FPM84, CD87, Mc89, Sey87, Ska6a, Wil87].

formula [BN82b, Far86, HC81, Ioa85a, Phi87].

Formulæ [CGM86a, CGM86b, GR88, HW82, Min80a, Akr85, Boj81, GN88, Oke87].

Formulas [Apo85, Fet84b, FO86b, FO86a, Lav87, Mur82, Pex81, Sha81, Sha86, Ska6b, Ska6c, Tem81, vK83a, Che82, Dyn84, For88, Lon83, LP86, Mas89, Mon86, Oml86, Sch84c, Sha82a, Ska6a, Smi83, vK83b].

formulation [CN86, CR83, Fri84, KG82, OO84, Pas84].

Four [Bra83, MMM88].

Four-Dimensional [MMM88].

Four-State [Bra83].

Fourier [LA84, BT87, CGS89, For81, Kip84, LA82, Lun83].

Fourth [Eva83, Car80, Fet81e, HTE81, Kat80, Slo83, Stu81a].

fractals [Gar88a].

Fraction [Wil81b, Cha80, Jag82, Mahm, Mah85, McC83, Wil81a, WD84, WW87, Win85].

Fractional [Giz88, Isa80, Lub85, Mon81].

Fractions [Dud87, PW85, Gau83, TW83].

framework [CS89].

Fredholm [BT87, HS81].

Free [Bea86b, Bea86a, LV89, MNSS89, NV88, Sto81].

Frequency [IN83].

Fresnel [Hea86, Hea85].

Fricke [Coh88].

Friedman [Fet81c].

Friedrichs [Tad84a].

friendly [Sid88].

Frobenius [Toi81, Yam86a, Yam86b].

full [OHW85].

Fully [Bal84a, BDK82, Bal84b, DK85].

Function [Al82, Bau86a, Boy80b, Bra83, BI86, CT87b, EK888, Fet85, Fra81b, IS86, IN83, Lafa84, Mac80, Mil85a, SW81, WH83, Wri81a, Wri81b, Apo85, AJS81, Bau86b, BB87, BF88, Bvi8W2, CN86, Cha80, CM83, CS80b, CS82, CS83b, Eli86, FW80, Fra81a, FW84, Ker83, Las82b, Le88a, LW82, Loc81, Lun83, Lun80, MAH85, MNP84, Od87, Oku83, Per85, Per87, Tem86, TW80, VL80, Wri84, te 86c, te 86d, vt83, vv886].

functional
higher-order [CN88]. highly [Fat80, Sch83a].
Hilbert [Coh82, Ger88, Ver82]. Hill [Fet81d, KPs88, vK83c, vK83e, vK83f, vK83g].
history [Sal81]. homotopy [Zul88]. Howell [Spo84]. Howland [Lin82, LW82, Lin86].
Howland-Type [Lin86]. Hybrid [DD86a, DD86b, LL83b, MRR81, DL88b]. Hybrid-Combined [LL83b]. Hydrocode [Hic81].
Hydrodynamic [Bal84a, BD89b, BLM89, KG85b, Mic87, PdW86, AD82, BD80, Bal84b, BDS85, BD89a, Dut89, GF88, Gey84, GT81, GT85, GT87, HTE81, JS85, JP86, JS87b, KG85a, Lay81, LO83, LeV86, Luc86a, Lus80, OS82, Slo83, Spe87, Tad83, Ven86, Vi88, Wer86b, Win81]. Hyperelliptic [Can87, FCC88, FCC89]. Hypergeometric [JA82, Lav86, Lew85b, Lew87, FCC88, FCC89]. Hyperperfect [Hag81, Min80b, te 81].
identification [Fal83, Ric81]. Identities [BBG88, BBG87]. II [God84a, te 86c, AW84, BM82b, Ben83, Boy84, Boy89a, Boy89b, BPS87, BvtW82, Bue87a, BC82b, Cas83b, CS89, DM83, Eld82b, Fet81d, God84b, GT81, GT87, Ki83, PWZ82, Ray88b, Smy81, VB81b, Yam86a, Yam86b, de 86, vK83d, vK83g]. III [te 86d, BPS88, PP80a, VB81c, vK83d, vK83g].
In [Gfr87b, EN85, Gfr87a, Mar80b, Neu87]. Ill-Posed [Gfr87b, EN85, Gfr87a, Mar80b, Neu87]. illustrations [ds81a]. imaginary [CW87, HHR+87, Set80]. Immanant [GM84].
Implement [NOPEJ87]. Implementation [CL87a, CL87b, For81, NV88, Ril83].
Implementing [Wun85]. Implicit [Bru84, DW83, JT81, Sha81, HTE81, Hof85, Sha82a, Swa80].
Implies [Ske80]. imposing [FG88]. improperly [Han82]. Improper [Eri85c, FP85, Hei89, EN85, McC86].
 Improvements [Luc83a]. Improving [Pen81, Wil80c]. inaccurate [DMS82a]. including [FP85]. Incomplete [BPST89, LCC89, Man80, RW84, Elm86, Mah85].
Incompressible [Gir88, JS86]. Increased [Wer84b]. Indefinite [Kae83, Wer86a, BPX88, BP88b, BP88c, Dav82, DiD82]. independence [DM83]. Independent [BP89b, LL82, BP89a, GT81]. Index
[AMS84, Sto81]. Inductive [Min80a]. Inequalities [BI86, Dud87, JA82, Lf84, Mey84, Ker83, Mit83a, Net80]. Inequality [Tro80, Tro85, Tro89]. Inexactly [Al82]. Infinite [AB80, BGG88, Mar82a, PSS89, Bru89, Lev80, Mat87, Sch86, Sid82a, Sid82b, Sid88, Slo81, SSO83, SN83]. inflow [Tad83]. inflow-dependent [Tad83]. Influence [Wah84]. infrastructure [BW88]. inhomogeneous [Ga88].
Initial [AV85b, Cas83a, Cas83b, Mic87, Win80b, Al80, Ana87, AV85a, CT87c, CTW89, Dut89, GT81, GT85, GT87, HV89, JLT87, Mic83, Par80, Spi85, Win81]. initial-boundary [Dut89, GT81, GT85, GT87, HV89, Mic83, Win81].
initial-value [Par80]. Insensitive [Sha81, Sha82a]. instability [Tad83]. Integer
[Boy85a, Boy85b, BM82c, BT83, Bue87b, HJ81, LM81, Lus88, Nau83, Col82, Jag82, WD84].
Integers [Dix81, GW85a, LMc86, Smy84, Ste88, Col82, Ger83c, GW85b, Gra87a, Smy81, Wil87, Wr84].
Integral
[AB87b, Fet85, GS89, Kae83, Koh83a, Koh83b, McI86a, McI86b, NV82, PP85b, SS86a, Th81, Zag87, Ar83, AB87a, BB82, BIV89, BT87, BS88b, BHN82, Bru85, CG88, CS87b, CES88, Egg84, Egg89, EN85, Fet81b, FP84b, Gla82, Gra82, HS81, Ioa83, JS81, JN80, JM85, KP88, KS87, Lub83, Lub85, Lus83, MCL86, Net80, PP85a, Sha81, Slo81, Tem86, Ven86, Zag88, vK83f, vK83g, vt85a, vt85b].
Integrals [Car87a, Car87b, Car88a, Car88b, Car89, Fet80, Fet84a, Gat80, Gla83, Hea85, KCL82, Lev82b, Lev83, Lin82, Lin86, BL87, Car80, CM87b, DiD82, Fet81a, Fet81c, Fet81e, Fet82b, Fet82a, Hea86, HC81, Ioa85a, Ioa85b, IL88, Kru83, Las82b, LA82, LA84, Lev80, Lev82a, LW82, LCC88, LCC89, Mas83, Mas89, Mei85, Oke87, Okn83, Rab83, Rab85, Rab88b, Rab88a, RL89, Sid80b, Sid82a, Sid82b, Sid88, Sol86, TL81, WM81, vK82, Dav82].
integrand [LM80]. integrands [LR84, Rab86b, TL81, VL80]. Integrating [Cor80, Hab83]. Integration [Cas83a, Cas83b, CG88, CR82, Gla82, JP82, LS86, Mon86, Rab80, Rab83, Rab85, Rab86a, Rab86b, Rab88b, RL89, Sch81, SSO83, SM82, TL85, Che83].
integration-collocation [CG88]. integrators [Fat80]. \textit{Integro} [Mak85a, Bru84, Bru89, Cha82b, Mak80, Mak81, TZ89, vt85a, vt85b].

\textbf{integro-differential} [Bru84, Bru89, Cha82b, Mak80, Mak81, TZ89, vt85a, vt85b].

\textit{Integro-Exponential} [Mak80, Mak81, TZ89, vt85a, vt85b].

\textit{integrals} [CG88]. \textit{interface} [Ber85, Tre85]. \textit{interpolation} [LeV86]. \textit{internally} [DM82a]. \textit{interpolates} [Olm86].

\textit{interpolatory} [CM87b]. \textit{interpolatory} [SCH84, CL84a, CL84b, Fer80, GN88, HJ81, KCL82, KE84, Lew85a, Lew86, Loc89].

\textit{interpolating} [DM82a]. \textit{interpolating} [LS85]. \textit{inverse} [LS85]. \textit{inversions} [Nie89].

\textit{invertible} [Fie81]. \textit{investigation} [BBG86, Will81a]. \textit{isolated} [Zul88].

\textit{isolating} [WVL81]. \textit{Invols} [Mon86]. \textit{Intervals} [Mar82a, MS84, LS86, MR83a, Mat87, Ral83, Sch86, Slo81, SSO83].

\textit{Invariants} [van88, Bru82, EM87, GR89a, Gir87].

\textit{invariants} [CL83]. \textit{Inversion} [MS82a, Hik89, LC88].

\textit{Inversion} [ALS89, LG86]. \textit{inversion} [LS89, LG86]. \textit{inversion} [Nee89].

\textit{irreducible} [AO83, Bri80]. \textit{irreducibility} [AO83, Bri80]. \textit{irreducible} [Dar86, PP80a, PP80b, PP80c, BBG82, Mar81, SW86b].

\textit{Irregular} [Ger83c, KMS86, Lev82a].

\textit{irregularities} [Hud85]. \textit{isolated} [Zul88].

\textit{isomorphisms} [Poh87]. \textit{isoparametric} [Fie81].

\textit{isotropic} [DMG89a]. \textit{issues} [Min80b]. \textit{iterated} [Gfr87b, Gfr87a]. \textit{iteration} [Alf82, BB89, Pap83, BBG82, Vrs86, Cuy82].

\textit{iterations} [Hug86, BPST89, Hac80, HH88b].

\textit{Iterative} [GK89, BK89, PP80c, GO82, KSW86]. \textit{IV} [BK89, PP80b, vtW86]. \textit{Iwasawa} [EM87].

\textbf{J} [Bac80, Bla82, Bri82, Che83, Fai84, Fet81b, Fet82a, Kel83a, Mei85, te 86c, te 86d]. \textit{Jacobi} [BG84, CL84a, CL84b, Fer80, GN88, HJ81, KCL82, KE84, Lew85a, Lew86, Loc89].

\textit{Jacobian} [Can87, DM82a, Fra81b, GT84, Kip84, Wri81a, Wri81b].

\textit{Janeiro} [I89]. \textit{Jbuch} [Stu81a]. \textit{Johnson} [Bla82, Com89]. \textit{Julia} [Vrs86]. \textit{June} [GW84].

\textit{Keast} [Fai84]. \textit{kernel} [Mak81]. \textit{Kind} [Car87a, Car87b, Car88a, Car88b, BJVZ89, BHN82, Egg84, Fet81b, Gla82, Gla87, Gra82, HS81, JM85, Lub83, Lub85, Oke87, Slo81, Spe86]. \textit{Kirkman} [MFR81]. \textit{Kleinian} [Gra83]. \textit{Knot} [Mar82b].

\textit{Knots} [MN88, dS81b]. \textit{Kolmogorov} [Puc89].

\textit{Korteweg} [AW82, BDK83, DK85, Win80a].

\textit{Kronrod} [Rab85, Rab88b, CGM86a, CGM86b, GN88, GR88, Rab80, Rab83, Rab86a]. \textit{Krylov} [Saa81]. \textit{Kutta} [BJVZ89, BHN82, Bru84, Cas83a, Cas83b, CS83a, DM82a, Kru86, Kee89, Lub83, Pia81, Sha86, Zen86, dW85a].

\textit{L} [Bri82, GW84, Kni88]. \textit{L.} [Ano88b]. \textit{Lab} [Fet81b]. \textit{lag} [Ana87]. \textit{Lagrange} [Bra81, Pit80, Pit81, Wer84a]. \textit{Lánczos} [ER80, PSS82, PT85, Saa87, Sim84, Van82b].

\textit{Laplace} [Kni88, ALS89, LG86]. \textit{Large} [Bor81, Bre80, CW80, Ger83b, Har86, Ker86, Maj86b, Saa81, Saa86, Wei81, Zag87, Zag88, Dub89, ER80, Gal83, Gar89, Kel82c, Kel83b, Maj86a, PSS89, SWV83, Tad84a, Tom86, Wrf84].

\textit{large-time} [Tad84a]. \textit{Largest} [PP88, DL81, LS83]. \textit{Larkin} [NS85]. \textit{Last} [Sch83c, SW81, TW89]. \textit{lattices} [FP85, LS85, SL89].

\textit{Lattices} [PH84, PP85b, PP85a]. \textit{law} [JS87b, Sze89]. \textit{Laws} [Isa80, CS89, CM80, EO81, GL85, HTE81, Luc86a, Luc86b, OS82, OS83, OT88, San88, Shu87a, Shu87b, Spe87, Tad87, Vil88]. \textit{Lax} [Tad84a]. \textit{layer} [BSC80]. \textit{Leading} \textit{Fgr87b, Gfr87a]. \textit{Least} [AKS85, LS81, MW86c, Ill87, BL88, EGL80, Hmg80, Hmg83, Mit83b, St84a]. \textit{least-change} \textit{Ste84a]. \textit{least-squares} [Mit83b]. \textit{Lebesgue} [SW82b]. \textit{Legendre} [Bau86a, Bau86b, DiD82, Fet85, Lac84]. \textit{Lehmer} [Bri82, LMO85, Rot82, Sha86, Spo84]. \textit{lemma} [Mei85]. \textit{Length} [CT86, EHGL89, FP85, Will81a].

\textit{Lenstra} [Was86]. \textit{Less} [PP80c, GOS82, KSW86]. \textit{Level} [Yse86, AG83]. \textit{Levine} [Sal84]. \textit{Lie} [MP87].

\textit{lifting} [Dja81]. \textit{like} [Kel86, Le88a, SS85, Vrs86, Ypm83]. \textit{limit} [Boy84, TW83]. \textit{Limited} [Noc80]. \textit{line} [Egg89, SS86a]. \textit{Linear} [DW83, Gek82, Kin83, Le 81b, Man80, Mee80, Olv88, Saa81, SS85, de 87, vt85a, vt85b, Ada87, AW89, BL88, Cas80, CT87a,}
CR82, CR83, DM83, Die80, EN85, EJ88, Fai84, GV87, Hal86, KFD83, Kin80, Lub85, Mar80c, Mon81, Neu87, NY88, Rab88a, RS82, RHD81, SL84, Ste86b, Tan88, WZ88, Wei84b, Zla83, AW84].

linearly [Hof85]. Liouville [Gar84, Nas87, Pai82].

Lobatto [Rab86b]. Local [Pit80, Sar87, Ypm83, dS81b, CS89, Eri85b].

locally [OS83]. Logarithmic [FM86, CS80b, CS83b, Sid80b].

London [Sal80]. Long [Loh89, PW85, Pri85, MR83a].

look [PTL85]. look-ahead [PTL85]. low [CTW89].

Lower [BN82a, BC89b, EKS88, vK83a, CS89, Eri85b].

Lowest [DL81]. Lucas [BW80, BMS88a, BMS88b, EKS88]. Luke [GW84].

Lune [te 86c, te 86d].

M [Bac80, Car80, Fet81c, Fet81e, Fet82b, Fet82a, Gra87a, Ked83a, Kru83, Shi87, Sol86, vK82].


magnetohydrodynamic [JE82]. magnetostatic [Lon83].

Mandelbrot [Vrs86]. Mandelbrot-like [Vrs86]. manifolds [Rhe84]. manipulation [CD87].

Many [BB85b, WZ88]. mapping [Rei85]. mappings [GR89a]. Markoff [Zag82]. Marti [EN85].

Mass [Ano88b]. Math [IB89].

Math [AD88, Bac80, BCW82, Bla82, Bli82, Cha85, Fai84, Fet82b, Fet82a, Fra81a, Gra87a, GS80, Had82, Has86, Hea86, HH88b, Jae85, Kel82a, Kel82b, Kel82c, Kel83a, Kro80, LA84, Lew87, Mei85, Mor80, Per87, Phi87, Rab85, Rab88b, Sha82b, Ske86a, Van84, Wil88, Zag88, te 86c, te 86d].

mathematical [Fet84b, Lon83, Pex81, Smi83, Tem81, vK83a, vK83b].

Mathematics [AMS84, Gua94].

Mathieu [BR88]. Matrices [BP88a, Bun82, DMS84, Ger88, KE84, Noc80, Pap83, Ser80, BG84, Die80, Fer80, Gal83, Ger83a, GT84, JS87a, Kal82, Mar81, PTL85].

Matrix [BC82a, DM82b, Hig86b, Bul80, BBG82, BC82b, EHGL89, EL89, Mar80c]. Maximal [Boy85a, Boy85b, PP80a, PP80b, PP80c, MNR89].

Maximum [Can88, WH83, DNW88, Sch80a].

Maxwell [Ben84a, Ben84b]. May [GW84].

McClure [Mei85]. McGraw [Fet81d, KP88, vK83a, vK83d, vK83e, vK83f, vK83g].

McGrath-Hill [Fet81d, KP88, vK83c, vK83d, vK83e, vK83f, vK83g]. Mean [BB89, FP84a, Mee80, Mey84, Sny84]. Measure [Boy80a, Boy89a, Boy89b, Sny81, Ziv82].

measures [Eas86]. Media [DR83, Ros83]. medium [Hof85]. Meissel [LMO85, Shi86].

Mellin [FMPT84]. memoriam [GW84].

Mersen [NN80, Wag83]. Mesh [BOP80, Ber85, Dup82, Mar82b, McC81a, Eri85b, Eri85c, Gar88c, Gol81, Jia87, Luc86a].

mesh-refinement [Eri85b]. mesh-refinements [Eri85c].

Meshes [MW86b, Btu85, Loc81, MW86a]. Method [Adl88, AB87b, BBP81, Bea86b, Ben84a, Ben84b, Bra84, BP89b, DGM89a, DGM89b, Gre86, Hig86b, LMO85, LL83b, Mc88a, MT80, Pit80, Saa87, Tro80, VB81c, WIl82b, WFS82, Alf80, AD82, AW82, Arn83, AB87a, AH81, BSS88a, BSS88b, BR82, Bea86a, BSC81, BHK84, BT87, BS88b, BG84, Bra81, BPS86b, Bte89a, BPS89a, Bue84, CT87a, CN88, CS89, Com89, Cot87, CR83, Dja81, DW89, Dub89, EN85, ER80, Eri85b, Eri85c, EN87, EJ88, EM87, FO83, FG88, GL82, GR81, Gol80, Gol81, Gol82, Had82, Han82, HV89, Ioa83, JP86, JS87b, Kal82, KL85, Kin80, KS87, Kum88, Luc86a, Lun86, Lun80, Lus80, LR80, LG86, Mak80, Mak81, Mar80c, Mar81, MTS86, MC86, Mei85, Mon88, Nak84, NS85, Nie83, Noc89, OS86b, OOS84, PT85].

method [Pen81, Pit81, PS85, Por85, Puc89, Ric88, Rob89, Sch80a, SW83, Shi86, Sid88, SS89, Sty80, SM82, Sze89, VB81a, VB81b, WT82, Wei84a, Wei86, WDS83, Win80a, Win81, WM81, Zul88].

Methods [AW83, Aks85, Bop80, BD89b, BM89, BM82a, Bso80, Bre82b, Cg89, Con88, Cas83a, Cas83b, Che83, Del89, DD86a, DD86b, DW83, DR83, Fra82, Gek82, Gir88, Gk89, Got81a, Hei89, IN87, LS81, MORR81, Pas80, Pia81, Saa81, SS84, Sch84a, Sch84b, Ste84b, Tho81, Win80b, Yse86, Ana87, ALS89, AG83, BDS85, BD89a, BM82b, BJVZ89, BT87, BPST89, BK89, Bru84, Bru89, CG88, Cha82b, Cgt88, CS80a, CS83a, CS87b, CES88, CR82, DHT81, DK85, DR85, Dut89, Egg84, Egg89, ET84, Eri85a, Fai84, FP85, Glal82, Glal87, GOT81b, Gra82, HK87, HS81, Iga84, Is81, JN80,
JP82, JS86, JSWG71, Kar86, Kat80, KFD83, KG82, Lay81, LO83, LeV86, Lub85, MR83a, Mie80, Mil85b, Mon87, Par80, PS83, Ros83, SSP85, SW85. methods
[Sar87, Sch85a, Sch86, Sha80, Slo81, Spü85, ST87, Tho80, TZ89, Tsu86, Wer80, Wer82, Wol83, Ymu83, Zen86, dS81b, de 87, vt85a, vt85b, von84]. metric [Bru82, Sha80].


Modulus [Boy85a, Boy85b, CS80b, CS83b, ELT88, Fet81b]. moment [FW84, Wri84]. moments [FW84]. Monotone [Cos86, CM80, GR89b, BBG82, Egg89, Luc86b, San83, Spe87]. monotonicity [DEH89]. monotonicity- [DEH89]. Monte [Bue84, SL84]. Mordell [Ste86a]. Morrison [Bac80]. Moving [LS81, Luc86a]. MR [AD88, Ano88b, Bae80, Bla82, Bri82, Car80, Cha85, Che83, Dav82, Fai84, Fet81c, Fet81e, Fet81b, Fet82b, Fet82a, Fet84b, Fra81a, Gra87a, GS80, Had82, Has86, Hea86, HH88b, IL89, Jae85, Kel82a, Kel82b, Kel82c, Kel83a, KP88, Kn88, Kro80, Kru83, LA84, Lew87, Lon83, Mei85, Per87, Pex81, Phi87, Rab85, Rab88b, Sal81, Sal84, SL85, Sha82b, Ska86a, Smi83, Sol86, Tem81, Van84, Wil88, Zag88, te 86c, te 86d]. nodal [FT84]. nodes [Boj81]. noisy [GV87]. nonaveraging [Wrö84].

noncompact [CG88]. Noncomputable [Bra83]. Nonconforming [CF89, Bre89a, Shi87]. nonconvergently [Toi81], nonexpansive [San88]. Noninteger [Ste88]. Noninterpolatory [RL89]. noniteratively [WT82]. Nonlinear [AJS83, BD89b, BE88b, DD86a, DD86b, EL89, Kel86, Min80b, SS84, SH80, BD89a, BR82, BE88a, Bru89, Cuy82, DL88b, DRS85, ELT88, EO81, HK87, HS85, JS87b, LP86, Mak80, Mik89, OS83, Por85, San88, Sch84c, Sid80b, SF82, Tad84a, Toi86, Vér82, Viß88, Zlá83]. nonlocal [Luc86b], nonnegative [BBG82]. Nonnegativity [DEH89]. Nonnegativity- [DEH89]. Nonoscillatory [CG89]. Nonrandomness [KLL88]. Nonselfadjoint [HT81]. nonsmooth [BPST89, CT87c, JLT88, Kiw85]. Nonstandard
Nonstiff [Cas83a, HTE81].
Nonsymmetric
[Pap83, Saq84, SS85, BPX88, EN87]. nontrivial
[Rei86]. Nonsymmetric
[Pap83, Saa84, SS85, BPX88, EN87]. nontrivial
[Pri83]. Nonuniform
[MW86b, Gol81, MW86a].
nonzero [Col82].
Norm
[Par83, Akr85, DNW88, EL89, Gaa88, Lue89, Mar80b, Nie83, Thu80, Toi81].
Normal
[BC82a, LS87, DLR81].
Norms
[BOP80, Dur87, Gev84, SH80].
Note
[Bri80, Bun82, HW84, Mar81, Ric87, Wri81b, Bro84a, Cas80, Cas85, FW85, SB44, SN83, SM82, TW86, WZ88, Wri84].
Nothing [New86].
Number
[BP81, BP98b, CM87a, CT86, Gor89, Hei89, HW82, KR89, Mon85a, SW88a, Tez88, YB88, van82a, AD88, Br88, BW88, BW98, BP99a, CW87, Col82, CT89, DW85b, DF81, ELT88, EP86, Ger83a, Hag80, Hag83, Let86, McC84a, Rei86, SWW83, Set80, SW88b, TW86, Vac85b, WDS83, Wil88, Zag82].
Number-Theoretic [CT86, CT89]. Numbers
[Bor81, BH86, BC89a, BC89b, BSSW87, Ger83, GM82, Hag81, IS86, Kis83, Kis84, Min80b, TW87, Wag83, Was87, te 81, AW89, BB88, BR84, Bre89a, Bus84, Coh84, Dub89, Eas87, FO82, Hig87, IIMPL81, II89, Le81a, Le81b, LO83, LP86, Lue89, MW86b, MZM89, Mis84, NT87, OO84, OS83, Ric81, Ros83, SS84, SB89, Sid80b, Sid82b, Ske80, SF82, Rad84b, Toi86, ATZ83, AJ81, BHK84, BT87, BS88b, BR89, Bro84a, BK89, BR83, CH82, Che83, CT87a, CS80a, CR82, DF83, Eii83, ER80, Fai83, Gal83, GL87, HK87, Ioa83, Lue86, LG86, MW86a, Mos89, Pie88, Sal81, Sch83a, Shu87a, Sid82a, Spi85, SM82, Tad87, Wei86, Wil88, Zla83, dS81].
Nyström [BT87, BS88b].

ODE [Sha81, Sha82a]. ODEs [Cor80]. off [Ziv82].
Office [Lon83]. Ohio [Fet81b]. Ojo [Fet82a]. old
[Pri85]. Olver [Cas80]. One
[DD86a, DD86b, EO81, KE84, BS88b, Boy81, BW88, CW87, ET84, EN87, FM85, God84a, God84b, Hal82, Hof85, Kin80, Lev82a, Loc81, OS86b, SW83, SS88, Spi85, SW88b, TW86, TH86, Wer80].
one- [Lev82a]. one-dimensional
[BS88b, Hal82, Hof85, OS86b]. one-factorizations
[SS88].
one-point [Kin80]. One-sided [EO81].
One-Step [DD86a, DD86b, Spi85, Wer80].
one-way [TH86]. onto [CT87b]. open
[CES88, WWL81]. Operations [Min80a].
Operator
[Par83, CG88, Fis88, FP84b, GV87, JE82, Neu87].
Operators [GGT87, DLR81, IIMPL81]. Optimal
[AJ81, Gfr87b, GT84, MS84, MT80, Tez88, TL85, Wer82, BD81, Boj81, Bre89a, Br84, CN86, Dur87, Eri85a, Gfr87a, Gla82, Gla87, Ra183, RS82, Ric88, Ste86b, VB81a]. optimal-order [Bre89a, Ric88].
Optimality [SW82a].
Optimum [AH81, Had82].
orbit [Gra83]. Order
[Bal84a, BD89b, BS80, BSSW87, Gar87a, Gr89b, Jam80, KG85b, MW86b, Rus89, Sch84a, Sch84b, Swa89b, Ada87, AD82, AW84, BD80, BDK82, Bal84b, BDS85, BD89a, BD81, BM82b, Ber89a, BR84, Cas80, CN88, CS82, DK85, DR85, DL81, Eri85a, Eri85b, Fai84, GL82, Gar87b, Gev84, Gui87, HTE81, Kar80, Kat80, KFD83, KG85a, Lus80, LR80, MW86a, MZ88, MNR89, MPR81, Mil85b, RHD81, Ric88, San88, Sch85b, Sh87b, Slo83, Spe87, SF85, SS86b, Swa89a, Vii88, Vii86, Wei84a, Wei86, Wer82, Win81, dS81b].
Orderings [Ana80].
Orders [Poh87, Buc87]. Ordinary
[AV85b, Cas83a, Cas83b, DD86a, DD86b, Gfr87b, Maj86b, Alt80, AV85a, CS80a, CS83a, CR82, CR83, DHT81, FO82, Gfr87a, Hor80, Is81, Maj86a, Sch83a, dS80a, dS81a]. Orlicz [Dur87].
Orthogonal
[Gar87a].
Orthogonalization
[CY83]. Ortiz [CR83]. oscillating [BLL87, ILL88].
oscillations [Lev82a]. oscillator [IIMPL81].
oscillators [IIMPL81].
Ode [Fat80, HC81, Oke87, Sch83a, Sid82a, Sid88, TL81].
other [Gol82]. Outline [Hag80]. Overrelaxation [Hug86, AH81, Had82, HH88b, Mar80c].

P [Ano88b, Che83, Fai84, Fet81c, Kel83a, Mei85, Pex81, Tem81, te 86c, vK83a]. P [AD88, II89]. P1 [Bre89a]. Packing [Boy82a, Padé [Bre89b, Bu80, McC83, NZ82, Und86]]. Pairs [te 84, te 86a, te 86b, BBG86, CS87c]. paper [AD88, II89]. Parabolic [BS80, HT81, Win80b, BPST89, CT87c, CTW89, Eld82a, Eld82b, HS85, JLTW87, Kar86, Kee89, Las86, NV88, Noc89, Soc86, Tho80, TZ89, Wer86b].


Prime \([\text{Bre80, Goe88, Jam80, PdW86, Wei81, YP89, de 86, te 81, Hag80, Hag83, KP89, Kis85, McC84a, Wun83}]\).

Prime-testing \([\text{Wun83}]\).

Primes \([\text{Bor81, BCP82, CW80, GLS87, Kel83a, LM81, Löh89, Mor89, NN80, Pri83, HP84, Hud85, Kel82a, Kel82b, Kel83b, Mor90, PSS89, Pri85, Sha82b}]\).

Primitive \([\text{Coh84, Lan81, LS87}]\).

Principal \([\text{Wil82a, BW87, BW88, CM87b, Ioa85b, Mas89, Oke87, Rab83, Rab85, Rab88b, Rab88a, RL89}]\).

Principle \([\text{Can88, Sch80a, dS80a}]\).

Printing \([\text{Lon83}]\).

priori \([\text{BHK84}]\).

probabilistic \([\text{Sey87}]\).

Probability \([\text{Dem88, KP89}]\).

Problem \([\text{AK81, Ben84a, Ben84b, Dem88, Gar87a, Gar88b, KP87, Ste86a, Ste86b, Auz87, BCW81, BCW82, BSC81, BHK4, BR85, Bra81, Bui80, Coh82, CF89, DW89, DN88, Fri84, Gar87b, Gui87, II89, JR82, Mos81, OS86a, OS86b, Pas84, Pie88, PS85, SW88c, Tsn87, Wei84a, Whi83, WWL81}]\).

Problems \([\text{AV85b, BS80, Cas83a, Cas83b, Gfr87b, GR89b, MW86b, Mar82a, Mic87, Saa84, Wer86a, Win80b, Afl80, Ana87, AW84, AV85a, BO89, BSC80, BL88, BPS86a, BPS86b, BPS87, BP88, BP88b, BP88c, BPS89, BST89, CMS83, CT87a, CTG88, Cos82, DRS85, Dut89, DF83, EG87, ER80, ET84, Eri85a, EN87, EJ88, Fai84, Gar84, Gar88c, Gfr87a, GT81, GT85, GT87, GOT81b, HK87, HH88a, Han82, HTE81, HV89, JS85, Kar86, Kar87a, KF83, LC88, Lm86, MW86a, MR83a, MZ88, Mar80b, Mat87, Mic83, Mil85b, Mlt83a, Mos89, Mun81, Nas87, NV88, Noc89, Oo84, Par80, SW83, Sch85a, Sch86, Spi85, Tho80, Wei86, Wei84b, Wer82, Wer86b, Win81, dW85a}]\).

Procedures \([\text{Bre89b, Lev82a}]\). processing \([\text{BD81}]\). processes \([\text{DM82a}]\). producing \([\text{Cyl83}]\).

Dub89). Product \([\text{BBG88, CG88, Sch81, SSO83, CM87b, LS86, MS86, Sch84c, Sto81}]\). Products \([\text{AB80, Hud84, PdW86, de 86, Car80, Fet81e, Fet82b, Fet82a, vK86, Kru83, Sol86, vK82}]\). programming \([\text{DF83, Mon81, SN83}]\).

Progression \([\text{Pri83}]\). progressions \([\text{Hud85, Mcc84a, Pri85, Rot82}]\). Projection \([\text{CT87b, SW82a, CS89, Par80, dS81b}]\). Projections \([\text{Wah84, Jia87}]\). proof \([\text{Hag80, Hag83, dD85}]\). Proofs \([\text{Pom87, Bre82a}]\). propagation \([\text{EG87}]\). Properties \([\text{Kel82b, Lew86, BF88, Egg84, FP84b, IMPL81, Lew85a, LS89, Pie88, Shi84, Und86, Wer82}]\). Property \([\text{Gla83, AD88}]\). Prove \([\text{CD86}]\). Pseudo \([\text{Pas80}]\). Pseudoprimes \([\text{BW80, EKS88, Mor89, MM89, PSW80, Pom81, Ada87, McD89, Rot82}]\).

Pseudorandom \([\text{Tetz88, AW89, EHGL89, ELT88, Nie89}]\). Pseudospectral \([\text{Got81a, FG88, Got81b}]\). Pseudospectral-Chebyshev \([\text{Got81a}]\). pulse \([\text{LC88}]\). pulse-spectrum \([\text{LC88}]\). Pure \([\text{WC80, TW86, Wil80c, WDS83}]\). pyramid \([\text{Spe86}]\).
Remarks [Mei85, Tza86, AD88].
Remarkable [Bra84].
Regions [Eri85c].
Rab84, SW88a, SW88b, SW88c, VB81b].

Rational [HW84].
ratios [TW80].
reaction [Gal83, OS86b, SW83].
reaction-diffusion [Gal83, OS86b, SW83].
Real [EMT85, ET85b, Gra87b, LO82, SW88a, Smy84, van82a, BF89b, BPv89, CS82, CS87c, Gau83, LQ88b, SW88b, SW88c, Smy81, SW88b, TW86].
Reciprocal [Boy80a, Boy89b, FW84, Wri84],
reciprocals [Wr84], reconstructing [BG84].
recovery [CN86].
rectangle [AW89].
rectangles [DL81].
Recurrent [Di82, Hor80, Kro80, Lew85b, Lew87, Olv88, PdW86, de 86, Gau81].
Recursive [Bul80, CR83].
reduced [CS80b, CS83b, JP82, Por85].
Reduction [RW84, VB81c, VB81a, VB81b].
Reentrant [Wah84].
Refinement [Ber85, Mc81a, Ske80, Eri85b].
refinements [Eri85c].
regions [BPS86b, WT82].
Regression [LL87].
regular [Gar84, HP84, Nas87, Oll86].
Regularity [Wer84b, CTW89].
Regularization [Gfr87b, ALS89, FCM88, Gfr87a].
Regularized [Luk88, Bör89, Neu87].
Regulator [WCS80, CMSY83, Wil80c, WDS83].
Reissner [BF86].
Related [BM82c, GW85a, FW80, Fra81a, GW85b, Gra87a, JP82, Loc81, Mc89, Wer86b].
relating [Oku83].
Relations [Olv88, BF89a, Di82, Gau81, Hor80, Kro80, Lew85b, Lew87].
Relative [Ziv82].
relatively [Hag85].
Relaxation [Bra84].
remain [DM82a].
Remark [Mei85, Tza86, AD88].
Remarkable [Gla83].
Remarks [PP80b, Was86, Vér82].
reorthogonalization [Sim84].
Rep [Fet81b].
repeated [Mah85].
Representation [Ste88, SL89].
Representations [Rab83].
Res [Fet81b].
Residue [Eva83, Len84, Mac80].
residues [WW87].
Resolution [Har86, Ga88].
Respect [Bau86a, Bau86b].
restrictions [Spi85].
result [OS86a].
Resultants [LL87].
resulting [BP88b, BP88c].
Results [Wli81b, van88, Bai88b, BF89a, BBG87, CQ82, Ioa83, LP86, Rab88a, SW88c, VB81b].
Riele [te 86c].
Riemann [te 86c, te 86d, Apo85, BvtW82, Eli86, Leh88a, vt83, vtW86].
Right [Saa87].
Right-Hand [Saa87].
Riley [Gra83].
Ring [GW85a, GW85b, Gra87a, KBF87].
rings [Mah80, von84].
Rio [II89].
Robust [Shr85].
roles [Par80].
Root [Hig86b, Lar80, Mos86, NS85].
Root-Finding [Lar80].
Rootfinder [Shr85].
rootfinding [Kim88].
Roots [Ba86a, Kel86, MT80, Sch85c, Bau86b, PT85].
rotating [DLR81].
Rotkiewicz [KP87].
rough [Las86].
round [Ziv82].
round-off [Ziv82].
row [JS87a].
rule [CM87b, Veu86].
Rules [SS83, BS84, Ioa85a, Ioa85b, LS86, Lum83, LS89, Rab80, Rab83, Rab85, Rab86a, Rab86b, Rab88b, RL89, Sid80b, Sid82b, SL89].
Runge [CS89, BJZ89, BHN82, Bru84, Cas83a, Cas83b, CS83a, DM82a, Kar86, Lub83, Pia81, Shah6, Zen6, dW85a].
Russian [Car80, Fet81e].
Ryzhik [Fet81e, Fet82a, Kru83, Sol86, vK82].
Ryzyk [Fet81e, Fet82b, Car80].
S [AD88, Car80, Fet81e, Fet82b, Fet82a, Fra81a, Kel82b, Kru83, Sol86, vK82].
Sadiku [Fet82a].
Salamin [New85].
Sander [Shi84].
satisfying [EO80, OHW85].
scalar [CM80, GL85, JP86, Luc86b, OT88, Pas84, Sze89, Tad84a].
Scaled [Ste84c].
scals [Sch85a].
Scan [CD86].
Scattered [Fra82, Nie83].
Scattering [AK81, BL89].
Scheme [Gar88b, GTS81, Har86, Kel86, Gev89, HTE81, Hof85, NV88, San88, Slo83, Tad84a, Van82b, Whi83, Zla83].
Scheme-independent [GT81].
Schemes [Gar87a, HT81, JT81, KG85b, KMS86, Le 81b, Lor86, BSC80, Gar87b, Gar88c, Gev84, GL85, Hal82, JMS85, Kar80, KG85a, Luc86b, Mos89, Mun81, OSS82, San83, Sch85b, Shu87b, Soc86, Sta81,
Swa80, Tad84b, Tad87, Vil88, Wei84b, dW85a]. Schröder [Vrs86]. Schrödinger [IIMPL81, SS84]. Sci [Phi87]. Secant [DM82b, Ste84a, Tap88]. Second [Bal84a, BD89b, Bue87b, Car87a, Car87b, GM84, KG85b, MW86b, Sch85b, Swa89b, BD80, Bal84b, BDS85, BD89a, BJVZ89, BHN82, Cas80, DR85, Fai84, Fet81c, Fet84b, Gev84, Gra82, HS81, JMW5, Kar80, KFD83, KG85a, KG82, Lub83, Lub85, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, RHD81, Slo81, Spe87, Swa89a, Wei84a, Wei86, Wer82].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

section [SS86a]. Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].

segmented [OO84]. segmented-adaptive [OO84]. Seidel [Bra84]. selected [Gar84].

Selection [Del81, VB81a]. self [LS85].


self-intersections [LS85]. selfadjoint [BO89, MZ88]. Selfridge [Bri82]. semi [SN83].

segmented-adaptive [OO84]. Selection [Del81, VB81a]. self [LS85].

Seidel [Bra84]. selected [Gar84].

Selection [Del81, VB81a]. self [LS85].

Selfridge [Bri82]. semi [SN83].

Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].

segmented-adaptive [OO84]. Selection [Del81, VB81a]. self [LS85].

self-intersections [LS85]. selfadjoint [BO89, MZ88]. Selfridge [Bri82]. semi [SN83].

Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].

segmented-adaptive [OO84]. Selection [Del81, VB81a]. self [LS85].

self-intersections [LS85]. selfadjoint [BO89, MZ88]. Selfridge [Bri82]. semi [SN83].

Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].

segmented-adaptive [OO84]. Selection [Del81, VB81a]. self [LS85].

self-intersections [LS85]. selfadjoint [BO89, MZ88]. Selfridge [Bri82]. semi [SN83].

Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

Second-Order [BD89b, KG85b, MW86b, Swa89b, Sch85b, BD80, BDS85, BD89a, Cas80, Fai84, Gev84, Kar80, KG85a, MW86a, MZ88, Mi85b, Spe87, Swa89a].

Sectors [CS87a, GO82, CSAS87].
CW80, Dud87, Fra82, Gat80, HT81, Ker82c, Lav86, Lav87, Le 81a, LS89, MD89, Mey84, MS87, Oku83, Pat80, PW85, Que81, RS82, SW86a, Scr88, Sha86, Sha82b, SW88c, Und86, Vér82, VB81b, Was86, Wil81b, BR85, Bre82a, Bue84, Com89, DK85, Fet81a, FW80, Fra81a, FW85, JP82, KLL88, MZM89, NMD78, Nak84, PS83, Pri85, Sar87, SW86b, Sidi82b, Wil87. Soni [Pex81, Tem81, vK83a].
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